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Time and tide wait for none, but the proper utilization of time depends how we deals
with our work and activities. Once upon a time, we made the clock to keep ourselves in track
but gradually we became addicted to it & now we run behinds it. However, being an animal
our life restarts every morning with the first rays of sun. From morning to night, we used to
move accordingly with the movement of sun and rhythm of clock. India is a vast country
where there is only one time zone, here it is very tough to maintain and move with that.
Nevertheless, multiple time zones can make it better. The things though look very
complicated with multiple time zones, as we are not habituated to that but it is very much
necessary to maintain the work culture in the offices and proper utilization of human
resources. Before going for multiple time zones few things, we need to access and compare.
We all know that with the start of a new day our mighty sun starts its journey to
Indian soil form eastern zone like Arunachal Pradesh or Manipur in the very early morning
(approximately 4.30 am - 5.00 am) but being in the same country the birds of Gujarat waits
for another one and half our for their first fly of the day. What does it mean? It is actually the
main reason that northeast is still lacking in every sides of development. You may ask how?
It is psychologically proved that fresh minds can only give the best effort to learn and
work. Therefore, the habit of move with clock and awake up with sun actually makes a big
gap of 3 to 4 hours before we leave for our office or college, which simply indicates that
when we work by staying at north-eastern states we don’t able give the freshness of our
potency in learning or work station. On the other hand, people those who are living in the
same country, in Gujarat awake up lately as the sun reaches there lately but the used to give
attendance to their school or office in the same official time with more freshness and potency.
This simple comparison makes it clear that though we run behind a same time in the clock
but we used to reach our offices with a different mind stratus. People of north-eastern region
used to spoil the goodness of a fresh morning in their homes, where as people of Gujarat
usages the same in their works. Such habit makes a huge different in work culture or learning
habits. Almost a similar scenario can be seen in the evening. It is mentionable that on our cell
phone there is an option ‘Daylight Saving’, how many of us are aware of it? It is actually
followed by many people in the world to maintain a suitable working time according to the
movement of sun and the change of seasons. During the short and long days of the year, it
will maintain a stable working period by intentional change in the personal clock. It is a smart
example how people of the world moves with sun and runs with clock.
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Multiple times zones though itself will be a challenge for the illiterate peoples on
travelling countrywide. It may somehow be a little headache for media sectors specially the
national on air or satellite media. Someone, that is why, may opine to reschedule the office
times as accord to the latitude in the different regions of India. But, unfortunately, this is
probably not going to work permanently. Negativity has already been rooted so deeply in the
minds of each Indian that we can not justify the real equality in term of conditions. Everyone
run after the equality without reasoning the associative factors. They will ultimately sit on an
agitation when the official times will be made different for different latitude. Therefore,
dividing the country into more time zones will be a handy step towards the wellness of
human health and effective utilization of human resource. Matching the local clock with
geographical clock will be more beneficial and fruitful for the reestablishment of the
biological clock in relation to the daytime. The whole population habituating in different
latitude of India could then be nationally utilized physically, mentally and socially in a more
efficient degree with this multiple times zone concept.
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